
                   ARIANNA & FRIENDS S.r.l. 
                                                                                                                                                                              Via Salaiola 50/10 & 50/11 – 56030 La Rosa di Terricciola (Pisa)  ITALY 
                                                                                                                                                                              tel & whatsapp: +39 3483352039  emergency line: +39 3296168473 

                                                                                                                                                        info@ariannandfriends.com / www.ariannandfriends.com 
 
 

 

TEMPRANILLO WINE FEST in SAN MINIATO 1 & 3 Sept- 2023 
BOOKING FORM  

 

FIRST NAME 
 LAST NAME  

E-mail address  

Phone number 
while in Italy  

 Number of people in 
your party 

 

Home address   

 Friday 1st September  Sunday 3rd September    

OFFER A  
Entrance + wine tasting + 

grill/buffet/bistecca dinner + 
live music + wine tasting  

+ guided visit to the vineyards 
and winery  

(by your own transportation) 
 

€ 95 per person 

OFFER B  
Entrance + wine tasting + 

grill/buffet/bistecca dinner + live music  
+ wine tasting 

+ guided visit to the vineyards and winery  
+ SHARED transfer – by a minibus 

from  

 Terricciola-Peccioli-Lajatico area 

 Florence and Pisa 

 San Miniato area  
 

€ 160 per person 

OFFER C    
Entrance + wine tasting + grill/buffet 

dinner/bistecca + live music + 
+ wine tasting + guided visit to the 

vineyards and winery  
 

+ PRIVATE transfer 
 

€ 195 per person by a van  

for 4-8 passengers  

€ 250 per person by a sedan  

for 2-3 passengers  

Preferred pick up point for your private transfer 
 

 

Preferred pick up point for your shared transfer (then we 
will inform you about the exact pick up point)  

 

 Please indicate in advance food restrictions                                                                                                     
                                                                                                                                             TOTAL AMOUNT 

 
€    ___________.00 

 

INFORMATION FOR BANK WIRES  

Beneficiary:  Arianna & Friends Srl 
Registered office: Via Carducci 9, 56037 Peccioli (PI) -  Italy 

REASON:                TEMPRANILLO FESTIVAL 2023 
IBAN code:            IT26D0503471100000000001381 

Bank: BPM – Banco Popolare di Milano 
Agency of Peccioli: Via Mazzini 17, 56037 Peccioli (PI), Italy 

SWIFT/BIC code:  BAPPIT21T90 
Please, make sure that all transaction expenses are on your side. 

AUTHORIZATION OF CHARGE TO CREDIT CARD  
 

The credit card holder  _________________________________________________________________________________        
                                                                                                 Name(s)                                             Surname 

authorizes the withdrawal of 100% of the above-mentioned total amount from the following credit card as a full 
payment for the order.                                                              VISA ⃝   |   MASTERCARD ⃝   

 

 

 Credit card number     ___  ___  ___  ___  |  ___  ___  ___  ___ |  ___  ___  ___  ___ |  ___  ___  ___  ___  

 

 Expiry date    ___ ___ | ___ ___ ___ ___|              This is a personal card   ⃝          This is a business card   ⃝ 
                           M M                                Y  Y  Y  Y               

American Express or Diners not accepted                                           

                                                                                             Holder’s Signature     ________________________________________ 
In case the customer pays using a EU and non-EU business card the charge will be in Euro.  In case the customer pays using a EU personal card the charge will be in 
Euro. In case the customer pays using a non-EU personal card, the charge will be in the currency of their country, this means that the actual charge will be 
calculated considering the conversion rate of the day of the transaction plus any other possible markups or commissions applied by the tour operator’s bank and 
the customer’s bank.   


